
 

 

 

 

Royalty Free Music License 

Music for Dance & Fitness 

As a dancer and instructor, I understand how confusing and complicated licencing of 
commercially available music can be. With that in mind, I started creating royalty free music 
that I could use in my online studio and I’m making this available for you to use in your 
classes, while also making sure I receive credit for the effort that went into creating it.  

My royalty-free music covers your in-person and online classes and can be used on social 
media without fear of being blocked. Pay one time for unlimited usage. 

You must properly credit the producer and track when using my music. Some examples of 
this could be: 

• This class or video features the song “Song Title Here” by Alexis Southall 
• Instagram Music Credit: “Song Title Here” by @alexis.southall 

Please include a link to the Bandcamp page or Alexis’ website, where the music can be 
purchased, whenever possible: https://alexissouthall.bandcamp.com or 
https://www.alexissouthall.com/music  

With my music you can… 

• Use this music when teaching in-person or online classes (including class recordings). 
If you provide a class playlist, you must credit Alexis. 

• Use this music in your for-profit pre-recorded classes and videos, as long as Alexis is 
credited either in the video itself or in your class notes. 

• Use this music in your online and in-person performances (both for-profit and not 
for-profit). Please credit Alexis if at all possible in your verbal or printed show 
materials. 

• Use this music in your social media/other marketing posts or videos. Proper credit is 
required either in the video itself or in the caption. I understand that your social 
media videos may be taken and shared out of context without your permission. If 

https://alexissouthall.bandcamp.com/
https://www.alexissouthall.com/music


you find your video has been shared without a music attribution, I encourage you to 
contact the poster to add it, or add it yourself in a comment on the post. 

• Create and sell choreography set to this music to your students, as long as Alexis is 
credited. You may not redistribute this music to your students, they must buy their 
own copy of the song. 

• Cut or edit this song for use in your own classes and performances, as long as you 
credit Alexis as the original creator. You may distribute the edited version to your 
students, however they must have first each purchased their own copy of the 
original song. 

With my music you can’t… 

• Redistribute this music, either in its original form or in an edited/remixed/cut version 
to anyone who has not provided proof-of-purchase of their own copy of the music. 

• Use this music in any way (for-profit or not for-profit) without making every effort to 
properly credit Alexis. 

• Claim this music as your own in any way or register it on any platform. 

 


